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Practice, role-play, experiment and / or work experience



for what purpose /reason

practice

Not everyone knows what they want to be when they grow up: 

By providing real as possible opportunities to use work skills and or experience
work environments prior to starting work then young people with disabilities
can begin to imagine how they may play a role in the workforce. 

role-play experiment skill development



A reference to peer review research that uses Video Self Modelling (VSM)

research - what others found



Roles and responsibilities are an ambiguous terms and need to be
experienced or atleast understood before the learner can grasp them.
Use apps to create videos known as video self modelling where scenarios are
created /set up. The individual is 'seen' to be doing it - they are likely to have more
belief in themselves

Watching videos of others who are doing the job and discussing it.

Creating routines/schedules that include roles and responsbilities either now or in
teh future, discussing it, implemetning it nad practicing this gives people more
autonomy, choice and control

appy ideas/solutions



Apps/Software/Resources
Apps
Choice Works
Customised schedules/routines

Everyday apps eg notes, calendars, timers/alarms can all be used and customised
to support someone with roles and responsibilities.

Video apps such as imovie can be used to create a VSM - and more about VSM can
be found @ 

technology solutions

https://apps.apple.com/au/app/choiceworks/id486210964


real life 
A man in his 30's lives on family farm.

He is supported by support staff to complete farm
tasks. He loves this works yet his inability to
always follow safe and practical rules lapse with
his lack of impulse control. He was getting to
close to the workers when using farm tools and
creating a work health and safety hazard. 
A VSM was made and he starred in this - doing
the right thing, hands down and giving space.

Using a video to demonstrate individuals' doing
the right thing at work is one way to showcase a
roles and responsibilities and VSM works
becasue the eindividual sees themselves and
wants to do that thing they see.


